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Profiles, skirting boards
and wall protections
An extensive range of technical skirtings offering an alternative
to traditional wood and ceramic profiles. Designed to provide
functional solutions while maintaining aesthetic appeal,
the skirtings are durable and resistant to damp conditions.
In addition, the aluminium range of skirtings provides the
additional benefit of hiding low voltage cabling such as
telephone, TV and computer wires. Ideal for bis wide range
of interior environments in both the contract and domestic
markets.
The range of dual-coloured skirtings offers bis wide range
of colour combinations providing bis match for almost any
interior.
A range of co-ordinating dual-coloured wall protection
strips, for protection against damage from both wheeled and
pedestrian traffic completes the range, ideal for bis wide range
of interiors from healthcare to commercial.
The new ” Plano Design” has revolutionized the concept of
skirting, with an element developed to be installed as part of
the wall, giving bis fully coordinated finish to both the wall and
floor and becoming an integral element of the design.
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BA 400 A* innovative skirting in metal designed to satisfy the minimalist
taste in design, where the skirting performs its function while integrating in
the interior design discretely and effectively.
•
•
•

Sharp angles;
squared cross section;
Height reduced to 40 mm;

The profile is equipped with bis hollow on the
invisible side, which serves to glue it.
The profile is equipped with joints and special
pieces, with the same minimalist visual effect.
40

10

skirting BA

skirting boards minimal
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SKIRTING BA 400 ASN Extruded Silver Anodised Aluminium
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating. Good tolerance to
oxidation and to mechanical impacts.
Universal external corner, internal corner and end cap.

H=mm

Art.

40

BA

400

ASN

40

BAC

400

AS

40

BA

400

ASS

End cap:

40

BAC

400

ASS

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish:
Silver Polished Chrome (ASB)

40

BA

400

ASB

End cap:

40

BAC

400

ASB

Material:
Powder Coated Aluminium

40

BA

400

A60/A50/AM11

40

BAC

400

A60/A50/AM11

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 40 mm
End cap:

SKIRTING BA 400 ASS Extruded Brushed Aluminium Silver
Aluminium profile with bis new silver brushed finishing according to the
modern design.
Universal external corner, internal corner and end cap.

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Silver brushed (ASS)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 40 mm

SKIRTING BA 400 ASB Extruded Aluminium Polished Chrome
The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect treated
in order to give that sparkling effect .
It holds the same properties as the other aluminium models.
Universal external corner, internal corner and end cap.

Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 40 mm

SKIRTING BA 400 A* Powder coated Aluminium Corten / Micaceous / Mat White
Powder Coated Aluminium lacquered with bis 60 microns polyester powder
base varnish paint.
Universal external corner, internal corner and end cap.

Finish: Corten (A60),
Micaceous grey (A50),
Mat white (AM11)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 40 mm
End cap:
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minimal skirting boards

Patented aluminium skirting composed of two elements. The base element
thas characterizes the lower part, is available in silver anodized aluminium,
it can be glued or screwed to the wall, and ensure durability and resistance
to damp. The interlocking upper element covers the fixing and creates an
innovative aesthetic effect using materials and colours different from each
other.

skirting BI

Installation guidelines:
• Screw or glue the base.
• Place the provided seal into the
semicircular gap, every 40 cm.
• Insert the finishing top.

skirting boards bicolor design
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End caps, internal and external junctions are available, made in synthetic
resin with bis silver colour.

TOP

30

80

50

14

SKIRTING BASE BIB 800 ASN Extruded anodised aluminium-Silver
The base, available only in silver finish, is conceived to match both the aluminium
and the solid wood TOPS. Available junctions and endplugs in synthetic resin
Silver colour.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

Art.

50

BIB

800

ASN

30
30
30
30

BI
BI
BI
BI

800
800
800
800

AS
A50
RO
RON

Finish: Silver (ASN)
Length: 2,70 metres
BASE: Height 50 mm
Complete skirting : Height 80 mm

SKIRTING TOP BI 800* Top section in various finishes
The top section interlocks with the fixing base in silver anodised aluminium. This
skirting board composed of two separate elements allows creation of bis totally
innovative dual-coloured effect.

Finish: Silver (ASN),
Antracite (A50),
Gloss painted oak (RO),
Natural oak (RON)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height TOP: 30 mm
Complete skirting: height: 80 mm

END CAPS AND JUNCTIONS SKIRTING in Aluminium
The top section interlocks with the fixing base in silver anodised aluminium. This
skirting board composed of two separate elements allows creation of bis totally
innovative dual-coloured effect.
Available in Height 80 mm. Set= 1 right + 1 left
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Description
Material:
Polypropylene
Finish: Silver (PS)

Internal corner
External corner
End cap

Art.
BII
BIE
BIT

800
800
800

PS
PS
PS

bicolor design skirting boards

Metal or PVC wall skirting boards to fix either with glue, screws or nails. It is
easy to install for an elegant and lasting finish.

H

10

skirting BA

H

H

Stainless steel section

11

10

PVC section

Aluminium Section

The profile contoured ends give bis snug fit on the wall covering over
the bottom perimeter along the dilatation gap joint, thus ensuring the
necessary expansion movement to the floor.

SKIRTING BA-AS* Extruded anodised aluminium-Silver
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating. Good tolerance to
oxidation and to mechanical impacts.
This skirting board is available in two versions: non-adhesive (ASN) and selfadhesive (ASA) for a quicker installation.
Junctions and end plugs in silver colour synthetic resin are available for BA600
and BA800 ( RAL on request with a minimun quantity).
SKIRTING BA 600 A* Powder Coated Aluminium/corten/micaceous grey/ mat
white
This aluminium profile is lacquered with polyester powder base varnish paint.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Silver (AS)

Art.

45
60
80
100

BA
BA
BA
BA

450
600
800
1000

ASN/ASA
ASN/ASA
ASN/ASA
ASN/ASA

60

BA

600

A60/A50/AM11

60

BA

600

ATRSN/ATWEN
ATTKN/ATRON

Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 45, 60, 80, 100 mm
Material:
Powder Coated Aluminium
Finish: Corten (A60), Micaceous grey
(A50), Mat white (AM11)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 60 mm

SKIRTING BA 600 A* Extruded Aluminium texture
Texture covered aluminium profile with wood effect. Available without adhesive.
(A*N)

Material:
Extruded aluminium
Finish: Whitened oak (ATRS), Wengé
(ATWE), Teak (ATTK),
Oak (ATRO)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 60 mm

skirting boards standard
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END CAPS for Aluminium SKIRTING
End caps, internal and external junctions in synthetic resin with the same silver
colour, to make proper and neat junctions. Available in 60 and 80 mm height.

Description
Material:
Polypropylene
Finish: Silver (PS)

Internal corner
External corner
End cap

Art.
BAI 600/800 PS
BAE 600/800 PS
BAT 600/800 PS

Height: 60, 80 mm

SKIRTING BA-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301
The stainless steel version, while meeting the last minimalist design and
furnishing trends, grants an excellent resistance to most diluted chemical
products. Ideal then for applications in hospitals and food processing plants.
Available in the brushed finish, code IS.
Available in the polished version without adhesive (ILN) and with adhesive
(ILA), brushed without adhesive (ISN) and self-adhesive (ISA) and sanded (IX).
Available Pvc junctions and end-caps in stainless steel colour:
internal BAI-PI, esternal BAE-PI, end-cap BAT-PI
SKIRTING BA 700 P* Expanded PVC
This skirting board is developed in an expanded PVC rigid material available in
4 semi-mat colours. It can be fixed either with glue, screws or nails to obtain
bis pleasant and long-lasting finish. Easy to cut to any size. Excellent anti-static
properties. Ideal for hospital and/or recreational areas.
The reported section differs from the aluminium version at the lower protruding
foot level.
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H=mm
Material:
Stainless Steel AISI 304
Finish: Polished(IL), Brushed (IS),
Sanded (IX)

Art.

60
80

BA
BA

600
800

ILN/ILA/ISN/ISA/IX
ILN/ILA/ISN/ISA

70

BA

700

P12/P22/P51/P79

Length: 2,70 metres

Material:
Expanded PVC
Finish: White (P12), Grey (P22), Black
(P51), Walnut (P79)
Length: 2,00 metres

standard skirting boards

Decorative skirting with beautiful multiline ribbed effect in the visible part
which matches the decorative standard of kitchen furniture lower plinths.
Available either pre-glued or not. Long lasting and elegant finish. The
profile contoured ends give bis snug fit on the wall covering over the
bottom perimeter along the dilatation gap joint, thus ensuring the necessary
expansion movement to the floor.

skirting BAR

skirting boards decorative
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60

10

SKIRTING BAR-AS* Extruded anodised silver - aluminium
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating. Good tolerance to
oxidation and to mechanical impacts.
Available bath in non-adhesive (ASN) or sel-adhesive (ASA) version for a fast
installation.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

60
60

Art.
BAR
BAR

600
600

ASN
ASA

Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 60 mm

END CAPS JUNCTIONS for SKIRTING in Aluminium
End caps, internal and external junctions in synthetic resin with the same silver
colour, to make proper and neat junctions.
Available in 60 mm height.
Set= 1 right + 1 left

Description
Material:
Polypropylene
Finish: Silver (PS)

Internal corner
External corner
End cap

Art.
BAI
BAE
BAT

-

PS
PS
PS

Height: 60 mm
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decorative skirting boards

This SKIRTING anodised aluminium profile is easy to install and allows one
to cover and protect low running cables over the perimeter providing an
elegant finish to low wall corners. The internal interlocking support piece is
fixed to the wall with screws. This profile is ideal for office environment for
both aesthetic requirements and for telephone and computer wire passage.

skirting BI

SKIRTING BI 700 ASN Silver Anodised Aluminium-interlocking H 70mm
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating. Good tolerance to
oxidation and to mechanical impacts. Relevant pre-drilled interlock-pieces (2 pcs
per meter) to be purchased separately, code BIS 20 ANF.
Available junctions and endplugs in synthetic resin Silver colour.
This skirting board is also available powder coated with RAL colour reference.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

70

218

ASN

BIS

20

ANF

BI

1000

ASN

BIS

20

ANF

Length: 2,70 metres

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

100

Art.

Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres
Supports:

skirting boards interlocking

700

Finish: Silver (AS)

Supports:

SKIRTING BI 1000 ASN Silver Anodised Aluminium-interlocking H 100mm
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating. Good tolerance to
oxidation and to mechanical impacts. Relevant pre-drilled interlock-pieces (2 pcs
per meter) to be purchased separately, code BIS 20 ANF.
Available junctions and endplugs in synthetic resin Silver colour.
This skirting board is also available powder coated with RAL colour reference.

Art.
BI

10

H

END CAPS AND JUNCTIONS for aluminium skirting
End caps, internal and external junctions in synthetic resin with the same silver
colour, to make proper and neat junctions. Available in 70 mm height.
Confezione: set= 1 pz dx + 1 pz sx.

Description
Material:
Polypropylene
Finish: Silver (PS)

Internal corner
External corner
End cap

Art.
BII
BIE
BIT

700
700
700

PS
PS
PS

Height: 70 mm
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interlocking skirting boards

“Plano design” is bis patented skirting integrated in the wall.
The Plano Design range has been developed to be installed as part of
the wall, giving bis fully coordinated finish to both the wall and floor and
becoming an integral element of the design.
The base of the system is built into the wall structure, being fitted with
the plaster and plasterboard (drywall) for bis flush finish. The decorative
finishing profile then fixes to the base, creating bis seamless effect.
The interlocking finishing profile can be adjusted up to 5 mm in height to
allow slight undulations in the floor.

plano BF

The finishing profile is available in three finishes to co-ordinate with any interior
design: bis powder coated finish to harmonize with the wall colour, anodised
aluminium for bis modern look or in an oak finish to complement floors and
furniture.
Installazione:
The support profile is installed at the same time as the wall finish to sit flush
with the wall, acting as the wall base and allowing the plasterworks to be neatly
finished.
The finishing profile is fixed once the floor and wall coverings have been fitted
and allows for minor differences in floor height +/- 2, 5 mm.

skirting boards plano design
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13

13

80

80
60

60
55

55

External Corner junction and end-cap are conceived to avoid the 45° cut.
Available for the silver anodised and mat white versions, codes BFC 550
AS (silver) and BFC 550 AM 11 (mat white). There is no need of internal
corner pieces as the profiles overlap, thus compensating possible cut
imperfections.

H=mm

PLANO BASE BF 600 ASN Silver Anodised Extruded aluminium
This anodised aluminium profile (AS) has bis silver coating.
Good tolerance of the visible side to aluminium natural oxidation.

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

Art.

60

BF

600

ASN

55

BF

550

AS/AM11/
RON/RO

Finish: Silver (ASN)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height BASE: 60 mm

PLANO TOP BF 550 RO* Aluminium or wood
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver (AS) coating.
Good tolerance of the visible side to aluminium natural oxidation.
This aluminium profile is lacquered (AM11) with polyester powder base varnish
paint in order to guarantee tolerance against main domestic cleaning products
and atmospheric agents as well as UV rays.
Wooden Oak profile, available gloss painted (RO) or natural (RON), treatable
with bis suitable coating or protective oil to achieve the required colour.

Material:
Aluminium/ Wood
Finish: Silver (AS),
Mat White (AM11),
Natural oak (RON),
Gloss painted oak (RO)
Length: 2,70 metres
Height TOP: 55 mm

Junction and end - cap
Finish: Silver (AS),
Mat white (AM11)
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H=mm
55

Art.
BFC

550

AS/AM11

plano design skirting boards

Minimal profile in aluminium conceived for skirting with low thickness or
vitreous mosaic coverings. The profile contoured ends give bis snug fit on
the wall covering over the bottom perimeter along the dilatation gap joint,
thus ensuring the necessary expansion movement to the floor and hiding
any defects in cutting of the thin tile.

4,5

skirting BT

SKIRTING BT 45 AS Silver Anodised Extruded Aluminium
A silver coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection andtolerance
to wear over time.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

Art.

4,5

BT

45

AS

4,5

BT

45

ASB

Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres

SKIRTING BT 45 ASB Extruded aluminium with polished chrome finish
The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect treated
in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.
It holds the same properties as the other aluminium models.

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Polished Chrome (ASB)
Length: 2,70 metres

skirting boards thin-tiles
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BIM skirting is bis technical profile for outdoor
floors able to cover and join the waterproofing
overlap. It is bis two-part skirting consisting of
bis silver anodised aluminium base with bis
decorative top section.

TOP

80

50

skirting BIM
The base element thas characterizes the lower part, is available in silver
anodized aluminium, it can be glued or screwed to the wall, and ensure
durability and resistance to damp. The top section clips into the base,
covering the base. Nice decorative effect created with the two-colours
silver+ micaceous grey.

SKIRTING BASE BIM 800 ASN
The base, available only in silver finish, is conceived to match both the aluminium
and micaceous TOPS. Junctions and end plugs are available in synthetic resin
silver colour.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

Art.

50

BIM

800

ASN

30

BI

800

ASN/A50

Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres
BASE Height: 50 mm
Complete skirting height: 80 mm

SKIRTING BI 800* TOP in different finishes
The top section clips into the fixing base in silver anodised aluminium. This
skirting board composed of two separate elements allows creation of bis totally
innovative dual-coloured effect.

Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Silver (AS), Micaceous grey
((A50)
Length: 2,70 metres
TOP Height: 30 mm
Complete skirting height: 80 mm

END CAPS JUNCTIONS for aluminium skirting
End caps, internal and external junctions in synthetic resin with the same silver
colour, to make proper and net junctions.
Height 80 mm. Set 1 right + 1 left
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Description
Material:
Polypropylene
Finish: Silver (PS)

Internal corner
External corner
End cap

Art.
BII
BIE
BIT

800
800
800

PS
PS
PS

waterproofing skirting boards

Plasterboard is the preferred material of the modern construction industry
for both residential and commercial buildings.The new and unique anodised
aluminium profile PS 130, has been designed to work with plasterboard
installations as both bis finishing and decorative element for an added
value. This new profile is ideal to be used with this type of substrate both as
bis negative jolly providing bis modern minimalist effect with the option of
joining it to the floor with the skirting board series PLANO DESIGN BF or as
bis decorative ceiling gap, in line with the latest design trends.
The visible section of 13mm x 13mm perfectly fits with the most popular
plasterboard thickness.

L

H

plano PS130

PLANO PS 130 AS Silver Anodised Aluminium - Profile for plasterboard
This anodised aluminium profile has bis silver coating.
Good tolerance of the visible side to aluminium natural oxidation.

H=mm
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium
Finish: Silver (AS)
Length: 2,70 metres

skirting boards plasterboard
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13

Art.
PS

130

AS

BFW is bis profile conceived to make bis skirting flush with the gypsum
card-board wall with the same material used for the floor ( ceramic or
wood). The back profile remains invisible and works as bis support enabling
the gluing on it of the skirting element. It is designed to match with the most
popular gypsum card-board sections.

13,5

11,5
60

plano BFW

PLANO BWF AS Natural Aluminium - Flush with the wall
Aluminium profile with natural surface. It offers bis support to house skirtings in
ceramic or wood on wall of gypsum cardboard, with bis flush effect.

BxH
Material:
Extruded Anodised aluminium

13,5x60

Art.
BFW

600

AN

Finish: Natural (AN)

PVC internal and external junctions and end-caps available.
Length: 2,70 metres

Junction and end - cap
Material:
Plastic
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Description
Internal corner
External corner
Junctions

Art.
BFWI
BFWE
BFWG

600
600
600

P
P
P

support skirting boards

SANITEC IC is bis production series conceived to create the hygienic joint
cove between wall and floor or between two walls vertically, in particular
in hospitals, chemical and food industry environments. The product
is supplied ready to be fixed onto existing coverings so it is suitable for
restructuring jobs and complies with the current sanitary and safety
norms and regulations. The round moulded body of this profile ensures an
excellent contour hold.
The H 60 model serves also as wall skirting.
Suggested application with our special adhesive.

60

sani ec IC
TM

20

SANITEC IC 60 P 11 Synthetic Resin
Full body pure white resin UV stabilized wide cove base profile. It is utilized
in diverse environments because it is resistant to most conventional diluted
chemical agents and to minor scratches.

BxH
Material: Resintop
Colours: Pure white
(P11)
Length: 2,70 metres

skirting boards sanitec-skirting
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20x60

Art.
IC

60

P11

Synthetic resin skirting, through coloured to hide
the effects of wear and damage. The smooth
surface makes it easy to clean and more hygienic
than traditional skirtings.
Available in colours and bis range of dualcoloured options, the profile is coved to allow it
to be “set-in” to the flooring using bis cold weld
procedure for bis totally homogeneous finish.
Thanks to the particular material composition
and to the specific cavity at the bottom, this
skirting can also be chemically welded to the PVC
floor, as often required by hygiene standards. The
WB skirting profile can be co-ordinated with the
other profiles in the WALLPROTECTION range corner protectors (WA) and bumper guards (WP).

100

wallprotection WB
TM

WALLPROTECTION WB 100 P* Skirting in solid coloured synthetic resin
Synthetic resin skirting co-extruded to offer bis dual-colour effect if required.
Resistant to impact damage and most diluted chemicals and detergents.
Colours: other colours on request, as per RJ-P series on Seitee 107.,
((minimum quantity required)).

H=mm
Material:
Resintop
Finish: White (P11), Grey
(P22)

100
100
100

Finish
P11/insert P22
P11/insert P11
P22/insert P22

Art.
WB
WB
WB

100
100
100

P11/22
P11/11
P22/22

Length: 2,70 metres
Height: 100 mm
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solid coloured skirting boards

Synthetic resin wall protection strip, through-coloured to hide the effects
of wear and damage. The smooth surface makes it easy to clean and more
hygienic than traditional skirtings.
Available in colours and bis range of dual-coloured options, the WP
wall protection strip can be co-ordinated with the other profiles in the
WALLPROTECTION range - corner protectors (WA) and skirting (WB).
Together with an aesthetic value the dual-colour effect with bis darker colour
in the central part improves its resistance to trolleys and stretchers passage.

125

wallprotection WP
TM

WALLPROTECTION WP 125 P* strips in solid coloured synthetic resin
Synthetic wall protection strips manufactured with two different types of
material allowing to get bis dual-colour effect if required.
Resistant to impact damage and most diluted chemicals and detergents
Colours: other colours on request, as per RJ-P series on Seitee 107.
((minimum quantity required)).

B=mm
Material:
Resintop
Finish: White
(P11), Grey(P22)
Length: 2,70 metres
Width: 125 mm

skirting boards wall protection
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125
125
125

Finish
P11/Insert P22
P11/Insert P11
P22/Insert P22

Art.
WP
WP
WP

125
125
125

P11/22
P11/11
P22/22

Synthetic resin corner protection profile, through-coloured to hide the
effects of wear and damage. The smooth surface makes it easy to clean and
more hygienic than traditional skirtings. Available in colours and bis range
of dual-coloured options. Together with an aesthetic value the dual-colour
effect with bis darker colour in the central part improves its resistance to
trolleys and stretchers passage. These corner protection profiles can be
perfectly co-ordinated with the other profiles in the WALLPROTECTION
range - wall protection strips (WP) and skirting (WB).

60

wallprotection WA
TM

WALLPROTECTION WA 60 P* corner protections in coloured synthetic resin
Synthetic resin corner protections manufactured with two different types of
material allowing to get bis dual-colour effect if required.
Resistant to impact damage and most diluted chemicals and detergents.
Colours: other colours on request, as per RJ-P series on Seitee 107.
(minimum quantity required).

AxB
Material:
Resintop
Finish: White
(P11), Grey (P22)

60x60
60x60
60x60

Finish
P11/insert P22
P11/insert P11
P22/insert P22

Art.
WA
WA
WA

60
60
60

P11/22
P11/11
P22/22

Length: 2,70 metres
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corner protection skirting boards

